English for Catering and Tourism. Pair work. Ask your partner about the information stated in the chart below, make notes and report back to the class. Notes about your partner: Personal information. Tourism is one of the fastest-growing industries in the world. Travel agents and hotel owners should be able to meet the needs of modern travellers. The hospitality industry consists of a broad category of fields within the service industry that includes lodging, restaurants, event planning, theme parks, transportation, cruise lines, and additional fields within the tourism industry. The hospitality industry is a several billion dollar industry that mostly depends on the availability of leisure time and disposable income. The British Hotel and Catering Industry The Business of Hotels (with H. Ingram) Europeans on Holiday. Higher Education and Research in Tourism in Western Europe Historical Development of Tourism (with A.J. Burkart) Holiday Surveys Examined The Management of Tourism (with A.J. Burkart eds) Managing Tourism (ed.) A Manual of Hotel Reception (with J.R.S. Beavis) Paying Guests. Profile of the Hotel and Catering Industry (with D.W. Airey) Tourism and Hospitality in the 21st Century (with A. Lockwood eds). Tourism and Productivity Tourism Council of the South Pacific Corporate Plan. Tourism Employment Want to make it big in the hotel and tourism industry? Learn here the wide possibilities in the field of hotel management. Also learn about the details of the course B.Sc Hotel ... Graduates from this field have very good opportunities in the top hotels in the country and abroad. Initially you are inducted as hotel management trainees but with experience you start climbing up the management ladder real quick. Other than hotels and top notch restaurants you can look forward to working in holiday resorts, clubs, guest houses, travel agencies, catering establishments, corporate cafeterias, airlines and shipping. You can also get into the training field by joining any of the hotel management or catering institutes as a faculty member.